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Under the auspices and with the atten-
dance of Ahmadi governor, Sheikh
Fawwaz Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah,

Ahmadi governorate recently organized its
two-day Um Al-Khair festival; one of the
ceremonies held to celebrate the national
anniversaries. The celebration was attended
by thousands of Kuwaiti and expat families. 

Speaking on the occasion, Al-Sabah
extended his congratulations to the leader-
ship and the people of Kuwait and
expressed gratitude to all participants, sup-
porters and sponsors from CBK, local com-
panies and news papers. 

Further, Al-Sabah said that a concert
would be held at Al-Shabab club stadium
next Friday (February 14) for singers Nabil
Sho’ail , Abdullah Al-Rowaished and
Angham adding that a special festivity
would be also held on February 24 at the
Nuwaiseeb land border exit to receive
GCC national arriving to witness the
national anniversaries celebrations. 

Ahmadi govenorate holds 
Um Al-Khair festival

LAPA seeks 
applicants for
SPAA arts program

LOYAC Academy for Performance Arts
(LAPA) hosted a press conference for the
Sharjah Performance Arts Academy (SPAA)

at its headquarters at Al-Qibliya school in a bid to
cement relations and cooperation between both
academies in the field of supporting higher educa-
tion of performance arts as well as regional theatri-
cal and performance talents. Holding first auditions,
both academies’ officials met talented applicants
for the 2020 batch of students. Applicants will have
a chance to meet SPAA executive manager Peter
Barlow and the head of the production arts pro-
gram Jacqui George, who are both international
theatre experts and part of SPAA’s team. 

Speaking on the occasion, Barlow said SPAA is
the perfect place to nurture and enhance the skills

of gifted individuals and pave their way towards a
bright future within and outside international the-
atre. “SPAA is the first and only educational facility
specialized in theatrical arts in the region,” he said,
noting that SPAA’s curriculums focus on utilizing all
creativity concepts to develop the best theatrical
and performance talents. 

Barlow added that after its official opening for
university students in Sept 2019, SPAA announced
registrations for the 2020 semester to provide a
four-year fulltime course to get a BA in acting,
production arts and musical theatre, as well as
scholarships. “Our academy includes a 432-seat

theatre, a studio for 126, a backstage rehearsal hall,
12 studios for singing, acting and dancing classes,
12 studios for audio and song recording and many
other facilities,” Barlow explained. 

LOYAC Chairperson Farea Al-Saqqaf welcomed
Barlow and George, stressing the importance of
cooperating with relevant bodies in presenting all
forms of performance arts with the aim of creating
new economic structures and job opportunities for
talented youth. LAPA’s executive member Khalifa Al-
Hajri stressed that LAPA is keen on providing its stu-
dents with high-level training through cooperation
with successful local, Arab and international facilities. 

NBK organized a special welcoming ceremony
for the trainees. The ceremony was attended by
NBK Executive Management, along with other

officials from NBK and Creative Confidence. The pro-
gram runs until 20 April 2020. TAMAKAN is a full-time
commitment for 10 weeks, 5 days a week, from
8:30pm-3:30 pm. NBK will be hosting the program
which will be providing a real business challenge that
participants will work on into the final stages of the
training sessions. 

“‘TAMAKAN’ is an innovative training experience
especially tailored for fresh Kuwaiti university gradu-
ates,” said Emad Al Ablani, NBK General Manager

Group Human Resources. “It aims to support young
Kuwaiti graduates to develop their skills, expand their
capabilities and grow their knowledge in a way that will
make them compelling candidates for employment”. 

“NBK is looking forward to the outcome of the pro-
gram and to seeing the participants moving into key
leadership roles in their near future.”  “NBK believes
that investing in human resources is investing in our
future. TAMAKAN program goes along with NBK’s
initiatives to invest in Kuwaiti youth and support their
aspirations,” Al Ablani noted. 

In her turn, Rana Al Rasheed - the Strategy director
in Creative Confidence, said, “We are pleased to

announce the kick off of this program, it is one of these
initiatives that help invest and support young nationals.
With NBK, we are confident that TAMAKAN program
will achieve its goal and support around 30 fresh
Kuwaiti graduates realize their potentials.” 

“32 trainees were selected from among more than
650 applications submitted”, stated al Rushaid. “This
stands as an excellent indication of the youth’s interest
in developing their skills, in a way that will make them
compelling candidates for employment”.

Al Rasheed added that graduates will gain real, rele-
vant experience and develop their skills without the
commitment of a job. They will get exposed to the latest

methods and tools that will help them in designing solu-
tions and shaping ideas in any field.

NBK’s sponsorship and participation in the program
comes as a part of its strategic partnership with
Creative Confidence. NBK is dedicated towards sup-
porting talented young graduates and empowering
Kuwaitis TAMAKAN Program offers recent graduates
a unique development opportunity before starting their
first job. TAMAKAN is organized by Creative confi-
dence in collaboration with NBK. Creative Confidence
is a Kuwaiti based consulting and training company
that specializes in creativity, innovation and collabora-
tion training. 

TIES Center

The TIES Center cordially invites you to another session of
our course on Purification and Prayer today Wednesday,
February 12th, at 11 am.

In this class, we will learn why physical purity is necessary
before ritual prayer, some methods and techniques to purify our
hearts and minds, and the eventual benefits.

We will also answer the following:
1. Why is it forbidden to eat dead animals or any flesh cut

from a live animal? And what did the Prophet (PBUH) tell the
residents of Madinah when they cut humps off camels and tails
off sheep and goats?

2. Why did Abu Huraira (RA) hide from Prophet Muhammad
(PBUH) although he almost always sought his company?

3. What two types of blood and dead animals are permitted
for consumption?

4. What can we learn from Umar bin Al-Khattaab (RA) when
he was stabbed in the back while leading the Muslims in prayer?

Come and learn the hows and whys of physical and spiritual
purity to perfect your prayer.

NBK, Creative Confidence launch ‘TAMAKAN’ training program 


